Wrestlers Win, Swimmers Split

Buffalo Wins 76 - 62

Tears, Cries Greet U.S. POW's

FSA Violates Personnel Policy

N. Viets Limp Home

Doc Sauers in Action

3,000 fans pack the gym to watch their beloved Danes play. There is also a sideshow to watch at the game. Just keep your eye on Coach Doc Sauers after a controversial call or 3,000 fans pack the gym to watch their beloved Danes play. There is also a sideshow to watch at the game. Just keep your eye on Coach Doc Sauers after a controversial call or
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A tough-looking Marine major wiped his eyes. A two-star Air Force general scrubbed at his face, trying to keep a tear from dropping. Both were among the 13 U.S. POWs held in Vietnam who were released Saturday and were brought back to the United States on a solemn flight home. The flight left Hanoi's international airport at 4:30 a.m. and landed at Washington's Andrews Air Force Base at 1:30 p.m.

The men, who had been held for an average of 6.5 years, were flown in a chartered British Airways Boeing 747 that was custom-built by the British government for the purpose of transporting POWs. The flight was a long-awaited development in the Vietnam War, which ended in 1975.

The men were met at Andrews by military personnel, who helped them off the plane and escorted them to a waiting men's shower. They were then taken to a nearby military hospital for medical examinations.

The men were later flown to their home states, where they were met by family and friends. They were scheduled to remain in the hospital for a few days before being discharged.
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Free Med Clinic Serves Area

Pharmaceutical links the clinic services medical students from the Albany Medical College, pharmacy students from State University of New York at Albany, and students from various local community colleges. Medical students from the State University of New York at Albany are responsible for providing the necessary medical services, while the Albany Medical College is responsible for providing the necessary pharmaceutical services.

NEWS BRIEFS

International

The Albany Medical College and the American Medical Association have signed an agreement to establish a joint medical program in the People's Republic of China. The agreement provides for the exchange of medical students and faculty, and for the development of medical programs in China. The agreement also includes cooperation in research and teaching, and the establishment of a joint medical school in China.

Alumni Association Keeps Alumni in Touch with SUNYA

by Monica Olson

The Alumni Association of the State University of New York, Albany, has launched a new program to keep alumni in touch with the university. The program, called "Alumni On-line," provides alumni with access to a variety of electronic resources, including the university's alumni magazine, the Alumni Association's newsletter, and online registration for events.

RTF Program Finds a Home

The Radio and Television Foundation of the State University of New York, Albany, has found a new home for its program. The foundation, which provides financial support for the production of radio and television programs, has been located in the State University of New York, Albany, since 1965. The foundation's new home, the RTF Program, will be located in the State University of New York, Albany, and will continue to provide financial support for the production of radio and television programs.
Tenure Debate

Curt Smith: A "divisive force"

by Carolyn Spring

When Curtis Smith of the English department began the long process of securing tenure, he had few friends. He was accused by many of his more respected colleagues that there would be little justice of his succeeding. It was simply a matter of patience.

Then, when Donald Stauffer, the acting chairman of the English department, issued his official statement that he was not recommending Smith for tenure, many people were surprised. The Berliner for Tomorrow informed everyone more surprising: he claimed that Smith was a "divisive force" within the department.

The argument boils down to a difference of opinion about just what constitutes a healthy, productive department. Stauffer appears to advocate a harmonious fellowship of gentleflow scholars, while Smith contended that such harmony is false and deceptive. "A department (or society, in such respects), honest debate cannot be waged cannot be expected to grow," he said.

In the letter of transmittal which accompanied the chairman's full report, Stauffer alleged that Smith was qualified for the English department chairmanship, while Smith contended that Smith's humanity is false and deceptive. "A department (or society, in such respects), honest debate cannot be waged cannot be expected to grow," he said.

"Society Brower has been an integral part of Curt Smith's life at SUNYA. He has written and published a wide variety of articles on the subject, and has spoken at a number of forums and conferences.

His teaching ability, based on student evaluations, is very high. In his Africana-American Literature and Harlem Fiction courses, the most respected and eminent, 85% of his students rated Smith as excellent or very good, 15% rated him good, and 0% rated him fair or poor. In his response to the question, "Does the instructor make students feel free to ask questions, disagree, express opinions, etc.?" 85% rated him as excellent, 15% as very good, and only 0% in the last category.

"A department in which respectful, honest debate cannot be waged cannot be expected to grow."

Students Compete in this Week's Election

Class of '76

President: David Jones
Vice-President: Robert Fantich

Class of '77

President: Edward L. Reave
Vice-President: Richard Santanzelo

Class of '78

President: Allan Spivak
Vice-President: Robert Ehrlich

Class of '79

President: Jerry Santanzelo
Vice-President: David Joss
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Happiness is Sharing

Green Catherine and Alabaster

Continuous music from 8:30 to 1PM

Valentine Party

Free soda

Free pretzels, dunks

Free beer

8:30 to 10PM

Thurs, February 15 CC Ballroom

all donations go to telethon

Funded by student fees
Indian Trouble

By Terry Divine
Associated Press Writer

February 13, 1973

The administration of President Nixon is bowing to internal political pressure and waiving immunity for the first time in order to allow the Justice Department to make a request to the courts to try to compel former aide John Ehrlichman to testify in the Watergate investigation.

The request was made late this afternoon by Attorney General Richardson and comes after the first anti-Nixon demonstrations were staged in New York City.

The President said he was bowing to the pressure to allow for the first time a waiver of his privilege of executive privilege in order to permit an investigation into the Watergate break-in.

"This is an extremely difficult decision," Nixon said. "But I have been persuaded that there is no other answer to the extreme political pressure that has been brought to bear on the American people."
VOTING STARTS TODAY! FEB. 13 - 15
In campus center lounge for commuters 10 - 3
In quad flag rooms 4:30 - 6:30 pm
In alumni cafeteria 5:00 - 6:00 pm

SEN. & COUNCIL REPLACEMENT
if you vote where you are not a resident, you give up your vote for Senate and/or Council

MANDATORY STUDENT TAX
graduating seniors may not vote in tax referendum;
non-graduating seniors bring proof (transcript and program card)

CLASS OF '76 OFFICERS
only dues paying freshmen can vote

CONSTITUTION AMENDMENTS

BUDGET OPINION POLL

BRING TAX CARD AND ID
Great Danes Play — win, lose & walk away

Photos by Rosenberg, Dishaw, Slawsky, Magnien
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pictures talk. some little boys don't.


International Students Association presents a colorful Valentine Ball. Music by a live band. Fri, February 16 at 9 pm. Brubacher Dining Hall. Drinks served. $1.00 with tax card, $1.50 without.

Alchemist's Mysteries Explained by Joel Paul Seligman. These alchemists knew as much as we did about chemistry and the science of matter when they were alive. They were looking for the philosopher's stone, the elixir of life, a way to turn base metals into gold. They believed they could find it by mixing together various ingredients in a process called transmutation. They thought that if they could combine different elements, they could create a new substance with special properties.

Some of these alchemists were successful. They were able to create metals that were not available in nature, such as gold. However, these metals were not pure gold. They contained impurities, making them less valuable. The alchemists continued to experiment with different combinations of elements, hoping to find the philosopher's stone.

In the end, their efforts were in vain. They never found the philosopher's stone. However, their work laid the foundation for modern chemistry. The discoveries they made helped us understand the nature of matter and the processes that govern it. Their experiments and theories continue to inspire scientists and students today.
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Radio, new tires, new battery. Best '66 VW Bug, excellent, 45,000 miles. Edition. Best offer. 434-3235 or 1965 Wham* Plymouth Fury III VS. Phone—


For Sale — two livingroom sofa sets, Name brand cosmetics at 30% dis—Call 449-5063.

Kittens - box trained. 465-7137.

1972x68, Two-year guarantee. $30 Pan—90 Church Street, NY 212-264-7124.

Wanted to see your friend but couldn't get a ride?

Wanted to spend last weekend on campus?

Next time place a Classified Ad in the
Rides/Riders Wanted section of the
Albany Student Press

Classified Ads produce results!
Swimmers Drowned

Wrestlers Split; Vido Wins Twice

by Kenneth Adair

Rudy Vido remained victorious in both matches for Larry Shaw and Bob Katz but as Albany split a weekend set, walloping Southampton, Albany's high scorer was Joe Vido was sensational, pinning his opponent. Rudy won by a score of 1-0 in dual matches but Larry Mrm-

Girls Lose, Too

The women's basketball team, coached by Nathan Salant, lost both of its contests this week. Opponents were Union and RPI and the team's leading scorer was Donna DeLucco. The SUNY A women's basketball team opened the season against Union on Tuesday night and lost 75-68. This was followed by a loss to RPI on Saturday night, 73-58. The team's leading scorer in both games was Donna DeLucco, with 17 and 15 points, respectively.

The tone of the game was set early — Siena got ahead and never looked back. They used a 17-0 run late in the first half to take out 38-32 at the half. Although playing good defense, Albany had trouble handling Siena's scoring. Siena's Clark is lucky she didn't have a basket. It was the largest crowd at the University of Paris for a game this week.

Siena Tops Danes With Some Rough Calls

Sanford Rosenblum, S.A. Attorney, will be at your service TONIGHT & EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT 7-9 pm in Campus Center 346

The Albany Swimming squad took a loss for the week of February 13-17. Their first match was against the University of Paris and they lost 15-8. Their second match was against St. Lawrence and they lost 13-11. The team's leading scorer was Byron. He was good in both contests and the Albany Swimming team is still looking for its first win of the season.
Onondaga's Suite 209

Indian:
by Gary Ricciardi

"I woke up, but I couldn't figure out what it was."

"I keep hearing this buzzing, but I thought it was my alarm clock."

"What alarm? My roommate woke me."

At approximately three a.m. Wednesday morning, residents of both Oneida and Onondaga Halls in Indian Quad were gently wakened by the subdued buzzing of fire alarms. Many, judging by comments like the above, did not realize at first that a fire had broken out, or that they should immediately evacuate the building.

Except for those near Onondaga’s suite 209, the center of the blaze, many students began to react to the emergency only after RA’s and friends had rushed them.

The evacuation was orderly, and RA’s were frequently-seen figures, bobbing in and out of suites.

continued on page five

Alumni:
by Barbara Fischkin

Five RA’s on Alumni Quad found themselves acting as firefighters Saturday night, February 10, when a blaze broke out in a room on the first floor of Waterbury Hall.

David Seligman and David Baxter were both on duty at two minutes to eight, when the alarm went off. Following the normal procedure, they immediately went to evacuate their respective sections and the sections where RA’s were off-duty. The two were then stopped by Margaret Dwyer, another downtown RA, who informed them that there actually was a fire.

She led them to room 115 where they joined the two security men, who had been called by the dorm director, in putting out the fire. They were also aided by RA Margaret Mitchell and a former RA, Jim Petroslno. The firemen arrived at 8:15, about five minutes after the blaze, the cause of which is

continued on page five

State:
by Mindy Altman

Early Thursday morning many students on State Quad were evacuated from their dorms due to a fire that occurred on campus.

The fire, which started at 1:12 a.m., started in the tunnel area surrounding the lower lounge between Cooper and Anthony Halls. Flames broke out among furniture which was being stored there by the Housing Office. The furniture, according to State Quad Coordinator Suzanne Pierce, "smoked badly."

Students who noticed the smoke woke both sets of RA’s in Cooper and Anthony Halls. Security was notified, but on arriving at the scene, could not get into the front entrance of Cooper because of the density of the smoke. The fire was finally located when the fire company arrived.

The residents of Cooper and Anthony Halls were evacuated. Whitman Hall was evacuated also because it was at first believed that the fire was in the loading dock area which extends over to Whitman. Though Whitman did receive some of the smoke from the fire, it was opened to residents earlier than the other two halls.

continued on page five